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SYSTEM SOLUTIONS FOR THE TRADE SECTOR

A great shopping experience
from the outset

MOBILE ROOM SYSTEMS

I

SHELTER SYSTEMS

I

BICYCLE PARKING SYSTEMS

I

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

>> WSM – A STRONG PARTNER
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WSM – a strong
partner
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WHY DO BIG BRANDS AND
COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES
TRUST IN WSM?
WSM‘s motto is „quality in metal“. That is to say that products
are solid, timeless and tailored to rugged everyday use. For this
reason, well-known companies use our system solutions:, from
SMEs to multi-national groups. You can put your faith in our
quality, our delivery reliability and our competent service.
Whether it‘s discounters, supermarkets, cash & carry stores,
hardware or convenience stores – WSM‘s products are the
go-to choice, especially for trade.

>> SHOPPING TROLLEY SHELTERS

Shopping
trolley shelters
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Offer your customers an optimal and comfortable shopping
experience: choose WSM‘s shopping trolley shelters and
the corresponding shelters for bicycles. The shelters protect
the trolleys from the wind and rain, ensuring an orderly
appearance, and facilitate the removal and return of trolleys.
Add to that the attractive design – matching the architecture
of your site. You have the choice: freestanding or attached
to another building. With side walls made of various materials.
Or optically open, without walls.

Weather-resistant and durable
Suitable for any architecture
Erected in just one day
Customisable systems

 TS BOX „MODEL G“
Trolley shelter
with gable roof

 TS BOX „MODEL G“
Trolley shelter with individual walls

 TS BOX „MODEL F“
Trolley shelter with floor-length glass panes

 TS BOX „MANNHEIM““
Trolley shelter in corporate design
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 CONCEPT VISUALISATION
Futuristic trolley shelter
with flat roof

 TS BOX „PASSAU“
Trolley shelter with mono pitch roof

>> SHELTER SYSTEMS
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 MODEL „KÖLN“
Attractive weather protection with modern glass design

 MODEL „PASSAU“
With colourful advertising print

 MODEL „KÖLN-CITY“
Bus shelter in corporate design

Shelter systems
WSM‘s shelter systems uniquely combine protection,
advertising effectiveness and architectural appeal.
Added to this are WSM‘s high standards in material and
manufacturing quality. The colours and customisable
surfaces allow users to comply with corporate design
policies. It all depends on the client! Problem-free
installation on virtually all substrates is possible.

Wide range of applications
Many designs, with structural calculations
Optimal protection and advertising impact
Highest WSM quality

 CONCEPT VISUALISATION
Modern bicycle shelter

 MODELL „KÖLN“
Spacious shelter
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>> COLUMNS AND ADVERTISING STRUCTURES

Columns
and
advertising
structures
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WSM‘s columns and structures flag
up advertising and attract customers‘
attention in commercial areas and
on busy roads, even at significant
distances. A special feature: the
particularly stable and weatherproof solutions use modern, energyefficient LED lighting.

Extra stability
Great long-range effect
Energy-efficient LED
technology
Custom solutions

 ENTRANCE PYLON
With certified outdoor 		
light technology
 WALL SIGN
Manufactured to client
specification
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 MODEL „INFOKON“
For individual advertisements

 ENTRANCE PYLON
For height of up to 7.5 m

 MODEL „INFOKON“
Signage as stand installation

>> ADVERTISING BICYCLE STANDS

Advertising
bicycle stands
Cycling is environmentally friendly and good for the brand image. WSM‘s advertising
cycle racks take advantage of these benefits. Provide environmentally conscious
customers with an additional bit of service, and at the same time raise awareness of
your business on the streets.

Combined customer parking and advertising space
Can be easily rolled to a new location
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Lasting brand image promotion in the cityscape
For future mobility

 MODEL „2500 XBF“
Certified bicycle stand
with advertising header


CONCEPT VISUALISATION
Bicycle stand with advertisement
in corporate design


MODEL „RW 5454“
Bicycle stand with arched
brackets and advertisement
space


E-BIKE CHARGING
STATION
Charger for e-bikes
with advertising sign

>> SHOWCASE SYSTEMS

Showcase systems
WSM‘s showcase systems present your offerings or brand image in an
ever-professional manner. Everything is in the correct place, creating
incentives to buy directly from a nearby POS. Our showcases are
available in numerous versions, for example, with energy-saving LED
lighting, vandalism-safe construction, interior ventilation to prevent
condensation, opening mechanism with gas props and much more.
For indoor and outdoor use. Ask us for advice!

Professional sales promotion at the POS
Elegant aluminium constructions
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For indoor and outdoor use
Numerous safety and ease-of-use functions


MODEL „TN“
Display cabinet with
tubular posts and
additional permanent
advertisement

 MODEL „TN“
Custom built for Great Britain
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 MODEL „Q“
Display cabinet with modern softline profile

 MODEL „TN-CL“
Double-sided 		
display cabinet in
citylight format

>> SANDWICH BOARDS
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Sandwich boards
WSM‘s sandwich boards always catch the
eye and turn passers-by into potential
customers. Marketing „on the go“ – with
our advertising displays help you reach
your target audience directly, with daily

specials, directions or product
information. WSM provides quality
solutions for indoor and outdoor
use, and in appropriate designs.

Universally for indoor and outdoor applications
Stable constructions made of high-quality materials
Change posters quickly and simply

F MODEL „KS-C 32G“
Sandwich board for
protected outdoor area
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F MODEL „KS-C 24G“
Sandwich board with
26 mm profile width
 MODEL „KS-C 32G“
Outdoor sandwich board
with 32 mm profile width

 MODEL „PRESTIGE LINE“
Curved convex sandwich
board with 45 mm
profile width


MODEL „KS-W 45G“
Sandwich board with
steel springs and water
tank base

F MODEL „KS-F 45G“
Sandwich board with
sturdy steel frame

>> SNAP FRAMES
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MODEL „KR-G 32“
Aluminium snap frame
with 32 mm profile width

Snap frames
With our snap frame you can place your advertisement or
large-format information in a variety of places. You have the
choice of numerous frames and frame colours. You can use
the versatile and easy-to-assemble snap frame as advertising,
signage or information boards. Simply open it up and change
the posters. WSM provides the perfect frame for almost any
installation situation – even on the glass surface of a shop
window. We can advise you in finding the right frame for your
specific requirements.

Versatile, flexible and robust
Change content quickly and easily
Countless DIN sizes and profile designs
Versions in many colours


MODEL „KR-R 24“
Aluminium snap frame
with 26 mm profile width


MODEL „KR-G 35“
Aluminium snap frame
with 32 mm profile width
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>> INSERTION AND TENSION FRAME

Insertion and
tension frame
There are two sides to everything, like WSM‘s insertion and tension frame.
And that‘s the benefit to you: With WSM‘s insertion and tension frame, you can
advertise on both sides. For example, as a ceiling mount above shelves
or as a gondola stand. Or on counters and petrol pumps. Or in
the shop window – for optimal external and internal effect.

Can be used single- or double-sided
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1. Extremely easy to use
Corresponding accessories depending
on the application
High-quality aluminium, precision-machined
 MODEL „ER-P 20“
Insertion frame with a
profile width of 19 mm
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 MODEL „SR-E“
Tension frame with
slender tubular profile

 MODEL „ER-E 20“
Insertion frame with a
profile width of 19 mm

>> BANNER DISPLAYS
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Banner displays
In the shop window, at the POS, service
point or at the trade fair booth – if you want
to advertise in an eye-catching manner over

a large area, our banners and
banners displays are an effective solution
for you. Impress your customers!

Elegant, versatile and multifunctional
Large and eye-catching
Light and easy to assemble
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 MODEL „BD-Z G“
Aluminium banner display
with leaflet rack

 MODEL „BD-V“
Elegant aluminium
banner display

>> ILLUMINATED BOXES AND COLUMNS

Illuminated
boxes and
columns
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Illuminated advertising is proven to
increase attention paid and enhances
the shopping experience. Use this
effect with WSM‘s illuminated boxes
and columns! We offer free-standing
versions and boxes for easy mounting
from ceilings or on walls.

Flexible-size formats,
easy installation
Illumination can be energyefficient, through LEDs or
fluorescent tubes
CE certification

 MODEL „LS-T“
Double-sided
illuminated
column made
from aluminium

 MODEL „LK-T 18“
Backlit slide illuminated box
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 LED LIGHTING
The modern LED
technology provides
efficient and uniform
illumination

 MODEL „LK-T 60“
Illuminated box with
efficient LED lighting

>> TEXTILE TENSION FRAMES

Textile
tension
frames
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WSM‘s textile tension frames are truly multi-talented:
illuminated or unilluminated, available with integrated
sound protection, as a narrow single display, an entire
advertising wall or as a clever room divider. Everything
is possible. Even in terms of mounting, which ranges
from simple placement through to wall mounting and
ceiling suspension. Need anything else?

Illuminated or unilluminated
Space-saving design
Robust, durable and decorative
Lots of extras
Many different formats

 MODEL „RL-L 100“
Textile illuminated tension frame with 100 mm depth

 MODEL „RL-O 150“
Textile illuminated tension frame as exhibition stand
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 MODEL „RL-O 150“
Textile illuminated tension
frame as exhibition wall

 MODELL „RL-O 15“
Textile illuminated tension
frame with 15 mm depth
 MODEL „RL-O 50“
Double-sided textile tension
frame as room divider

>> EXHIBITION AND SHOP DISPLAY CASES

Exhibition and
shop display cases
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High-quality goods or sensitive products
such as alcoholic beverages should be
presented in a protective manner.
The ideal solution is WSM‘s lockable
exhibition and shop display cases.
Thanks to WSM‘s extensive experience
and development, the beautifully
designed products are perfect to the
last detail in terms of construction,
design and function. Perfect for retail,
department stores and discount stores.

Theft-proof goods displays
Extra wide – extra deep
– extra high!
Robust, durable aluminium
design
No installation kit needed!
Tried and tested security


SHOP DISPLAY CASE
With large floor unit

 SHOP DISPLAY CABINET
Perfect design and
production
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 CONCEPT VISUALISATION
Designed in accordance
with client specification

 MODEL „FACTORY 600“
Glass display case for wall mountinge
 MODEL „FACTORY 200“
Standing case with glass shelves

>> MOBILE ROOM SOLUTIONS

 MODEL „W“
Turnkey
on-site crane
positioning
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Mobile room
solutions
Fast to put up and a beautiful shopping environment – with
WSM‘s mobile room systems. WSM can individually design,
manufacture and construct your system in a very short space
of time. From complete sales pavilions, back-shops and snack
stations through to shop-in-shop systems – everything can
be done efficiently. Are you ready?

Suitable as a permanent or interim solution
Easy to transport
Can be integrated into existing architecture
Can also be used as an office container

 BAKERY
Integrated space in existing architecture

 PETROL STATION SHOP
Extensive sales space with floor-length windows
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 WAREHOUSE OFFICE
Built from lightweight sandwich panels

 GATEHOUSE
Particularly robust construction to corporate design of the customer

>> WSM – WHAT MAKES US STRONG

WSM – what
makes us strong
We are not satisfied until you are satisfied. Thoughtful,
modular construction and in-depth technical expertise
ensure that our products are highly efficient.
Our consistently high quality is ensured by a certified
quality management system used across all process stages.
From planning and production through to delivery and
installation, you will have an assigned point of contact.
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EXPERTS IN GIVING ADVICE
Our holistic process includes construction
and technical advice, and advice on design
aspects and cost-efficiency.
PROCESS RELIABILITY
With us, you can be sure that all processes
mesh harmoniously: from 3D animations
and prototyping through to manufacture
on NC-controlled production lines.
PRODUCT QUALITY
We stand for the highest of certified product
quality, reliability and elegant design. We only
use materials from quality-certified suppliers.

LOGISTICAL ADVANTAGES
Maximum availability and shortest delivery
times thanks to use of our own warehouse
and logistics. We can handle high-volume,
Europe-wide rollouts.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
We are committed to sustainability, health and
safety in the workplace and environmental
protection. With resource-saving, clean
production methods and modern workstations.
EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Training young people is social responsibility
and investment in all our futures. We are one
of the largest training companies in the region
and participate in educational, cooperative
activities.
LASTING VALUES
WSM grew out of a Oberbergischer forging
operation and has evolved into modern
manufacturing and service company, maintaining the values of the family-run company:
quality, punctuality, reliability and strong ties
to the region.
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WSM
2000
MOBILE ROOM SYSTEMS
S H E LT E R S YS T E M S

BICYCLE PARKING SYSTEMS

products
ONE COMMONALITY
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Quality
in metal

Our clients include industrial, commercial,
transport companies, municipalities and
project developers.
Our future-oriented manufacturing processes and comprehensive services such as
integrated planning, modern design, fast
logistics and professional installation on site
underline our awareness of the importance
of quality. The result: complete solutions
and a special promise - quality in metal.
WSM has approximately 210 dedicated
employees at its sites in Waldbröl (Germany),
Březnice (Czech Republic), Salzburg
(Austria) and London (UK).
© WSM 04.17 EN

D I S CO V E R

A fascination for construction in metal
Since 1958, WSM has stood for competence
and reliability in the construction of metal
systems. Certified and durable products,
along with timeless design, mark WSM out
as a manufacturer of mobile room systems,
shelter systems, bicycle parking systems
and information systems.

WSM – UNITED KINGDOM LTD.
18 Nightingale Avenue · Goring-by-Sea
West Sussex · BN12 6FH
Tel.: +44 20 3540 6200 Ext. 301
E-Mail: info.uk@wsm.eu

WSM – WALTER SOLBACH METALLBAU GMBH
Industriestraße 20 · 51545 Waldbröl
Tel.: +49 2291 86 0
E-Mail: info.de@wsm.eu

WSM – AUSTRIA GMBH
Salzburger Strasse 515 · 5084 Grossgmain
Tel.: +43 6247 202420
E-Mail: info.at@wsm.eu

www.wsm.eu

